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A Brief History of Learning Analytics

No matter what the industry, learning and development (L&D) professionals are always in
pursuit of the same goal: to improve learning outcomes. Effective courses bring higher returns
for corporations and educational institutions alike, and today there is no better way to ensure a
course’s success than to utilize learning analytics.

Learning analytics are digital data that find correlations between how learners interact with
course material—such as how often they log into the learning management system (LMS), how
long they linger over particular pieces of content, the frequency of their social posts, and their
assessment scores—and whether learning outcomes were achieved. Now that learners leave
digital “breadcrumbs” with every choice they make, collecting data is easier than ever.

In addition, analytics can build profiles of learners and produce impressive and invaluable data
sets about the patterns of learners over time.

It’s important to remember that data often exist before the human expertise to manage it—and
once that expertise arises, so does the power of the information. Such is the case with learning
analytics, which have evolved in complexity as L&D professionals have entered what some call
the “data revolution.”

Early LMS platforms produced flat files of relatively simple information, including learner
names and course completion dates. These quickly grew to searchable and taggable systems
that allowed managers to run queries on basic learner information. Graphical representations
of data on LMS dashboards soon followed, which made access to analytics more accessible to
those who lacked the scientific knowledge to sort and query complex sets of data. Now dynamic
reports of big data are standard, allowing managers to quickly interpret information as often as
needed, and on a much larger scale—an organizational need inspired by “business intelligence”
and the heightened pressure to remain competitive in a globally connected world.

The 2016 Educause Horizon Report describes this historical arc as a process of moving from
hindsight to foresight: “the first stage was describing results, the second stage was diagnosing,
and the third and current stage is predicting what will happen in the future.”
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Who is using Learning Analytics?

Why Use Learning Analytics for L&D?

As is often the case, higher educational
institutions lead the charge for
implementing new educational technology.
In one case study, the University of
Michigan launched an online student-
support system called E2Coach that uses
analytics to provide customized learner
support in large courses (over 500 students)
where personalized attention isn’t possible.
The system provides students access to a
graphic representation of learner activity
and sends personalized notes to them
about their progress. Both quantitative and
qualitative feedback was excellent—the
frequency with which students accessed the
system correlated positively to their GPA
improvement, and written evaluations
praised the layout and ease of use.

Analytics in the business sector is also rapidly growing, since often what works well in higher
education is also successful in corporations. Many companies utilize analytics to improve
corporate training, increase retention in voluntary programs, and track employee learning. The
2016 Educause Horizon Report cites learning analytics as a must-adopt trend for organizations
in 2016-17. In addition, the report notes an increased number of collaborations between private
companies and educational programs to advance the concept of adaptive learning, which relies
on data like analytics to improve learning outcomes.

The digital footprints left by learners, when properly organized and interpreted, can have a
powerful impact on decision making at the organizational level. Specifically, the use of learning
analytics allows the L&D team to:

● Identify why learners aren’t achieving desired outcomes and tweak future variations of the

course accordingly. In fact, dynamic analytics reports can point to exact parts of a course that
aren’t working (so the entire project doesn’t have to be built from scratch) and provide mid-
course data so changes can be made immediately.

● Utilize objective data to inform learning design decisions. Qualitative feedback from
learners post-course is often helpful in its own right, but it’s not enough. While learners are
often skilled at describing the learning experience, they can rarely articulate learning outcomes
(especially if those outcomes weren’t achieved). Feedback from analytics can also have a more
far-reaching organizational impact. An Educause report by Long & Siemens found that “data-
driven decision-making improves organizational output and productivity.”
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● Target specific learners who are struggling and create interventions to help them succeed

early on in a course, rather than after it’s over. Like the E2 Coach from the University of
Michigan, analytics-driven support systems can identify which learners need extra help—and
more importantly, what kind of assistance they need to succeed along with the rest of their
cohort. It’s nearly impossible for a single instructor to provide this kind of constant monitoring
and assessment, even in small courses.

● Share analytics data with learners, who benefit from seeing quantitative data about their

performance. Learners who have access to personalized dashboard analytics and can see
graphical representations of their progress are more likely to be engaged in the learning
process and see the correlations between their own learning choices and their success in the
course. A survey conducted by McGraw-Hill Education found that 87% of college students
reported that having access to their learning analytics had a positive impact on their learning.

● Share data with other organizational software systems to create big data. Many LMS
platforms, especially cloud-based systems that are tailored for a company’s specific needs,
have the ability to integrate with other organizational systems. For example, learning analytics
from employee training programs could potentially be integrated with an HR software that
tracks employee learning for a compensation or benefits program.

Of course, no technology is perfect. With analytics, two central concerns arise:

● Privacy issues. Data collection is mired in ethical and legal concerns, and some learners are
reluctant to participate in programs they know have a tracking element.

● Inability to track qualitative data. While data-driven decision-making leans toward the
accumulation of quantitative knowledge, some argue that a shift in focus away from the
qualitative experience of the learner diminishes the ability to see the full picture.

Most modern LMS platforms have analytics
tools built in, so gaining access to learner
data is a relatively simple process.

However, access and fluency are two very
different concepts. Today there is a distinct
talent gap between what the data is capable
of showing and experts who know how to
interpret the information. In an interview
with McKinsey Analytics, Victor Nilson,
Senior Vice President of big data at AT&T,
remarked: “Talent is everything...You have
to have the data, and, clearly, AT&T has a
rich wealth of data. But without talent, it’s
meaningless. Talent is the differentiator.”

How to Start Using Learning Analytics:
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The Bottom Line

References

Learning analytics is a technology
that should be adopted by all
companies interested in corporate
learning. It is now a staple feature
of most LMS platforms. However,
the rapid growth in data potential
has created a gap between
possibility and execution. Highly
trained L&D professionals with
expertise in learning analytics are
necessary for any project that aims
to improve learning outcomes
significantly. The technology is
already in place—with the right
team, organizations that use
analytics are positioned to see
marked improvements in learning
and overall productivity.

For many companies, this means onboarding
an analytics expert to the permanent team or
hiring an L&D consultant to help navigate
particular projects. Once sufficient training has
been conducted and a team is set in place, a
key decision is how often and when to run
analytics reports—which means finding a
careful balance between cost and
effectiveness. A smooth system will ensure a
stream of useful data that capitalizes on the
richness of data potential without being
redundant or overtaxing.
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